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A definition of In-Space Manufacturing (ISM):

Any endeavor which takes place outside of Earth’s atmosphere and
which performs any of the three activities: fabrication, assembly
and integration.
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Rationales
Rationale 1 - Known and Predicted Repair

Rationale 2 - Known Production and Assembly
Current launching techniques generate intense vibrations which
can be detrimental to delicate cargo. There are also structural and
geometric constraints imposed on payloads due to the limited
space. These issues can be by-passed through manufacturing of
delicate or large components in space.

Any required component can be printed and there will be
no need to store components which may or may not be
used; instead compact filament, powder or liquid for the
printers will be stored.

Rationale 3 - Unknown Repair and Replacement
When parts and components fail spontaneously, the crew has to
either use stockpiles of common failing parts or wait for a resupply
mission. Waiting for a resupply mission can cause disturbance to
flight experiments, crucial operational equipment failure, or even a
medical emergency. This can be detrimental to the success of a
mission
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ISS Storage
Spare Parts on ISS: 13,000kg
Spare parts on ground ready for ISS: 18,000kg
Anticipated failures per year: 450kg
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In Space
Additive Manufacturing Facility: NASA and Made In Space
Implemented for hardware manufacturing onboard ISS
Aerospace grade plastics as raw material
Produced over 100 parts to date such as:
Allen wrenches, clothespins, cable mounts, and many more.

Robonaut 2: NASA and General Motors
Operated by interactive interfaces
Humanoid robotic platform
Incorporates force sensing
High dexterity operations
Mobile Servicing Systems
Canadarm2:
1 7-meter long robotic arm
seven degrees of freedom
Carriers out assembly construction of the ISS

Manufacturing
Demo 3D printer: NASA and Made In Space
Uses Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene (ABS) plastic
Incorporates fused deposition modeling (FDM)
Printed over 50 objects in the ISS as a proof of concept

Project Archinaut: NASA and Made in Space
Robot Ulisses, manufactures and assembles large structures in space.
Dilo, a spacecraft that transforms into a large reflector
NASA Initiatives:
Development of In-Space 3D printing techniques for
NASA’s Small Business Innovative Research (SBIR)
Multi-Material Fabrication Laboratory (FabLab)

Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator:
Small, dexterous two-armed robot
15 degrees of freedom
Undertakes tasks, such as installing, removing and
servicing small payloads, and Orbital Replaceable Units
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Mission Type
The mission to be considered is a general crewed
deep-space mission. This choice will best exemplify
the need for the potential of ISM technology
within space missions.

:
Beyond GEO, since choosing this type of mission
does not constrain considerations, and is far
enough away to deprive the possibility of easily
re-supplying from Earth.
:
A total size of seven crew members
has been chosen as an equivalent
to the largest ISS crew, in terms of
their needs.
A duration of three years has been chosen since it is
long enough to include all proposed missions by the
different space agencies, either to a nearby planet
(such as exploring Mars), an asteroid, or the Moon
(such as lon-duration missions to the Gateway)
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To be able to 3D print
medical products provides
advantages:

Future long duration missions will
have decreased access to resupply.
There is a need to manufacture products in
space that meet the needs of the crew.

+ Personalised drug dosing
+ Unique dosing forms
+ Complex drug release
profiles
+ No long term storage of
drugs
- Potentially gives longer
expiration dates?

+ Bioreactors can be used to
grow microbe and algae
based food
+ Rapid recycling of
nutrients and gases
- Requires processing

3D printing of customized
casts, splints and body
supports.

Surgical and dental assit
tools can be printed.

ISM can aid crew mental
health by 3D printing of
games and homely
possessions.
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+ Effective and varied nutrition
+ Proven legacy
- Requires a lot of space and
energy

!

CONSUMABLE

1 PERSON
1 YEAR

7 PEOPLE
3 YEARS

Oxygen

303 kg

6,363 kg

Food

226 kg

4,746 kg

Potable Water

1,300 kg

27,300 kg

Hygiene Water

9,490 kg

199,290 kg

+ Fast reproduction and
waste processing
- Untested

- Unfeasible
+ Alternative to animals is to
3D print lab grown animal
proteins
- Immature technology
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Technical
Constraints:
Absence of protective
magnetosphere in deep space
Increased number of expected
electronic failures due to higher
radiation dosage in deep space

Constraints
High communication latency due to light
propagation delay
Large free-space path loss due to radio energy
attenuation over long distances
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Factors
Potential Solution:
Introduce 3D printing of electronic components as an
in-space
capability by adapting terrestrial 3D technologies
such as Optomec and nScrypt

Potential Solution
Manufacture large antennas with
high gain by 3D printing and
assembling large structures and
elements using technologies
in-development such as
SpiderFab, Archinaut and
Kleos Solution
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Recommendations
Food and Health Manufacturing
Life support, bioregenerative, and waste
management systems need to function
uniformly in order to maximize recycling
and production of life support needs

CHALLENGES

-Need for pre-processing as well as post-processing operations
-Printer must be able to withstand launch parameters
-Design tools not always compatible with machine

-Machines from same manufacturer produce slightly different output
-Variance in raw material processing impacting on output

Medical Supplies and Drugs
Patient specific profiles should be created
so that medication can be 3D printed in
transit.
The effect of long-term exposure to
radiation on the shelf-life of 3D printed
substrates for medicine should also be
well understood.

Electronics
Electronics are a vulnerable point of
failure; it is necessary to develop the
ability to 3D print replacements.

Mental Health
Crew hobbies and family dynamics
should be fully understood prior to deep
space missions.

-Classical qualification methods do not apply yet new qualification
process not established
-Compatibility with other manufacturing processes must be validated

-Potential liable for defective product: Large number of actors
(e.g. CAD file creator/ sharer, object creator, printer owner, etc.)

Standardization and Commercialization
All spacecraft designs and components
should be modular and use as many
common components as possible.
Agencies should also continue to support additive manufacturing startups.

Metal printers capable of
recycling and printing new
parts with recycled materia
should be developed and
facilitated as much as
possible.

-Industrial Property: Obtaining patents/ protecting new creations
-Tort law: high risk environment (nanoparticles) requires worker protection

-More automation = less human employment?
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Metal Printing

Assembly

-Bio printing: how far is too far?

Sustainability

-Development of AI: more productive manufacturing vs sentient rights ?

The ability to create a closed loop
system with ISM should be studied
further.

Further study is required to understand
the barriers to servicing systems with
3D printed products.
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